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Programme
Employers and employees new vet demands
- This training aims to become aware that the development of skills
is an essential element for the employability of workers and the
sustainability of companies.
- Therefore we will talk about what competencies are, what types of
competencies, methods of competency assessment, competencies
demands currently, reflect how to develop them and increase
employability.

Study Visit
- FUNDACIÓN DE LA COMUNIDAD VALENCIANA DE PATRIMONIO
INDUSTRIAL DE PUERTO DE SAGUNTO (cultural industries sector):
Business initiative in the field of industrial heritage and industrial
tourism. Example of public-private collaboration.
- NUNSYS (new technologies and training sector): company emerged
in the middle of the economic crisis with the aim of creating
technological solutions developed according to the needs of its
clients. Really successful company in continuous growing

Training
- Human Resources Competency Model
- Kinds of competencies in SMES
- The labour market and the competencies
- Recommendations for employees
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"Only a crisis - real or perceived - results in a real change. When that
crisis takes place, the actions that take place depend on the ideas that
float in the environment.” Milton Friedman

"When everything seems to be against you, remember that to get
up, the planes need to go against the wind and not in favor of it."
Henry Ford
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